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7 Features of interest

Partial Synonyms

Languages of the Tibeto-Burman family have long been known to possess sets of

words (doublets, triplets or even larger sets) that are related both phonologically and

semantically by minimal contrasts (Wolfenden 1936; Matisoff 1978). This phenomenon

is most conmionly found in verbs where a single phonological contrast, especially in

initial or final segments (or a suprasegmental feature), corresponds with a semantic or

grammatical contrast (such as causative versus non-causative, transitive versus

intransitive etc.). There are a number of such sets (sometimes called Vord-fami lies') in

Chepang. These include pairs of roots such as ?al- 'go', ?«/?- 'take'; klim-

'submerged', klim?- 'cover (with soil)'; j[?/aw- 'inverted', ;7/a>v?- 'invert', where the

presence or absence of a glottal corresponds to a transitive-intransitive distinction. This

transitivity distinction is no longer formed by a productive process and, in the case of

many pairs such as pan- 'go out from a centre', pan?- 'tie around'; warj- 'come',

wan?- 'bring', there have been other semantic and phonological shifts which tend to

obscure the relationship.

Chepang, however, is very unusual in possessing sets of roots, in particular verb

roots, which exhibit a vowel gradation corresponding to differences in the intensity of

the action, or even in the size of a participant involved in the action or state described.

Sets of this kind include sim?- 'subside slightly (fever)', syum?- 'subside somewhat',

sem?' 'subside considerably', sdm- 'subside completely', and also krin- 'pick out small

burrs', kran- 'pick out medium-sized burrs', kran- 'pick out large burrs'. Such a

gradation has been described for onomatopoeic words, and for onomatopoeic related

adverbials in Sunwar (Schulze 1987), but is rare for regular verb roots.

The members of sets of vowel graded roots (unlike members of the

transitive-intransitive pairs given above) are usually described by Chepang speakers as

synonymous. It was only after lengthy investigation that their differences emerged. It is

these sets of roots, along with the word families mentioned above (plus some other

words that the Chepang describe as synonyms, but which evidently differ slightly in

meaning), that are listed as partial synonyms in this dictionary. For further discussion of

this vowel gradation see Caughley (1997).

Reduplication

A number of verbs have derived forms in which the vowel of the original root is

reduplicated, the resulting sense being that of repetition or continuation (or sometimes

intensification) of the action, as, for example, tyop- 'drip', tyopo- 'dripping'; hhw-

'toss (tree in wind)', hhwd- 'be tossing'. The process is evidently no longer productive

and, as a consequence, there is sometimes a semantic shift or even loss of one member

of a pair, as in ?9p- 'have thirst', ?9p3- 'be hot (person)'; ren- 'knock askew', rene-

'vibrate wings' while for kropo- 'patter (rain)' there is no corresponding verb krop-.

Onomatopoeic forms

The Chepang language has a very rich and varied set of onomatopoeic words, as a

glance through the dictionary will confirm (they are indicated by the word class

abbreviation "onom."). If the adjectival nouns are included there are more than 1,000
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onomatopoeic forms, out of a total of 7,800 entries. Since it is onomatopoeic words that

have been the least thoroughly collected they could well form 15 to 20 per cent of the

total vocabulary—no small proportion.

Because they are so many in number it is not surprising that this class of words has it

own subcategories with their own phonological and syntactic rules. They are fairly

easily distinguished by the fact that they often have polysyllabic roots, in contrast to the

normal monosyllabic noun and verb roots, and reduplication is freer than it is for verbs.

Moreover, onomatopoeic words are normally followed by the enclitic -ta 'such, in such

a way', though there is a subclass which appears to not take this morpheme.
As far as reduplication is concerned, one subclass reduplicates as a whole, usually to

indicate continued movement. An example of this is ?3mhali, as in:

yompay ?dmhdli ?dmhalit3 wahna? The bear lumbers along.'

Another subclass reduplicates only the last syllable, as in:

Wdylapay pyululuta wahna? The marten trots along.'

Some onomatopoeic expressions are formed with a pair of words in which the second

of the pair is the same as the first, but with one consonant or vowel changed, as in:

?3hram dshram 'very thirsty', gadya badya 'struggling'

What appears to be another subclass of these words are pairs that may be joined by
the normal conjunctive suffix -ma?, as with ?a/a bhdh in:

?3.ldma? bhahta say?narjsd 'I have a feehng (of sadness).'

Another feature of onomatopoeic words is that they may be preceded by an

attributive verb root, normally one referring to colour. This adds an overlay of colour to

the basic meaning of the onomatopoeic word. An example is rja.cya? 'sit upright' used

with gal 'black', as in:

galTjacya?t9jarjh?akani 'They (the gods) made him black and sitting upright.'

Languages such as Chepang contradict the widespread belief that onomatopoeic

forms are relatively few in number and that they do not form part of the system of

language.

Adjectives and adverbs

The Chepang language has very few true adjectives or adverbs, their place being

taken by onomatopoeic words, by roots that are morphologically verbs (that is, these

roots take the normal verb affixation, including tense markers) or sometimes by nouns.

These verbs in Chepang that have an adjectival or attributive function are categorised in

this dictionary as 'attributive' verbs since they have attributive as well as predicative

functions, rather like the English word 'hurt' in 'my hurt knee' and 'my knee hurts'. A
verb of this type in Chepang is jok- 'fast, quick, vigorous' which can be used

adjectivally, as mjok?o manta 'a quick person' or predicatively in ?ow?payjok?ole?
'He is quick'.

Adverbial functions are also carried out by this same set of attributive verb roots. For

example, the vtrhjok- mentioned above can combine in an adverbial function with wah-
'go about' in the sentence ?ow?jokto wahna? to give 'He goes about quickly'.
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Instrumental type adverbials are often just a noun, as in bajye?i la besar cyanaw The

grandmother dyes the thread with saffron'.

Sometimes nouns are used to carry out functions that adjectives perform in other

languages. An example is krarjh which means 'an upward slope' and takes locative

suffixes, as do regular nouns. For the English sentence The path is very steep' the most

common equivalent would be ?an9 krarjh muna?, literally There is much upward

slope', or ?i lyam krarjhle? This path is an upward slope (emphatic)'.

Closely related to this is the presence of a class of words that might be termed

'adjectival nouns' since they are neither true nouns nor true adjectives. Their

occurrence is restricted almost entirely to the complement of descriptive clauses, as in

?owpay kramala 'He is a fat (person)'. They do not normally occur before nouns (as

do adjectives), nor after adjectives (as do nouns). They also differ from true noun and

adjective roots in that usually they have more than one syllable—in fact in form they are

more like onomatopoeic words but they are not followed by -td. Occasionally, however,

they are clearly relatable to noun and verb roots, as with no.lok 'deaf person' (from no

'ear', plus lok 'distant'). These nouns are conmionly used as nicknames, and since, like

onomatopoeic forms, the vowels indicate the relative size of the referent, the nicknames

may have to change over time. Thus a girl who, as a small child, was called pintini

'(small) sleeping one' because of the way she lay when asleep, later, as an adult became

known aspyantana '(large) sleeping one'.

Nepali loans

Verbs that are borrowings from Nepali are often readily distinguishable by the fact

that a 'a' is added to the Nepali root, as in para- < Nepali par- 'befall'. However, if the

Nepali root ends in a vowel, or if the loan is a Transitive/Causative (with an '-^w'

suffix), no a vowel is added.

Word order

Although Chepang has an SOV (verb final) word order it will be noticed from the

examples that in many instances there are noun phrases following the verb. This is

because most of the examples are taken from text without modification, and, in actual

Chepang speech, there is considerable use of what may be called an 'afterthought'

process, whereby one or more constituents of a sentence are added after the sentence

proper, for clarity. Thus in the example for ?a.pa 'father' the illustration is: rarj

chyap?alna?C9 ?amanis ?apa 'The two go to clear the field—the mother and father'.

For further discussion of this and how it may relate to verbal affixation see Caughley

(1982).

Whistle speech

Chepang is rare, perhaps unique amongst Asian languages in that there is a whistled

form of speech, produced by whistling at the same time as words are articulated. Its use

appears to be restricted completely to hunting situations. A description of whistle

speech is outside the scope of this present dictionary, but it has been dealt with in an

earlier article (Caughley 1976).


